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Abstract. Roles are the basic building blocks for defining the behavior
of agents in multi-agent systems. Agents typically perform several roles.
In this paper, we describe analysis and design issues in defining agents
as compositions of roles. In short, specifying the behavior of an agent
entails in essence two issues: which roles are assigned to a particular
agent, and how does an agent select a role in a particular situation.
Both issues can be decided upon either by the designer (i.e. at design
time) or by the agent (i.e. at run-time). This paper describes a basic
taxonomy for role composition based on both issues, and illustrates the
different composition approaches using a case study in the domain of
manufacturing control.

1 Introduction

Roles are a key element in the development of agents and multi-agent systems
[5,20,23]. Few research, however, considers the issue of composing several roles
to describe the behavior of a single agent. In this paper we propose a basic
taxonomy, where three different approaches for role composition are proposed
and where the focus is on combining several individual roles to achieve a work-
ing agent. We propose three different approaches: static, adaptive and dynamic
composition of roles. This taxonomy is achieved by differentiating between the
assignment of roles and the selection of roles. An important distinction is made
between assignment and selection of roles at design time and at run-time. The
composition of roles can be hierarchical, where a separate policy for assignment
and selection between sub-roles can be chosen for each “layer” in the hierarchy.
The proposed approaches encompass important software engineering require-
ments such as flexibility, adaptability and composability. The most important
requirements on which we focus in this paper is reusability and adaptability of
the approaches within different applications. We explain in detail the validation
of our work through practical experience of the three composition approaches in
the product path planning example within the domain of manufacturing control.
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In section 2 of this paper we describe some related work into detail. In section
3 we reflect on the work done in function of MAS ORGanizations (MASORG).
In section 4 we focus on what composition of roles is and we propose a basic
taxonomy for role composition. Section 5 discusses the three different approaches
to establish composition of roles in more detail. For each approach a detailed
explanation is given, different techniques are proposed, a concrete application
in the domain of manufacturing control is used as an example and finally a few
words are written on the implications of using that approach. The hierarchy,
which is the result of composition of roles, is described in section 6. Finally
section 7 concludes this paper and indicates topics of future work.

2 Related Work

A lot of research is already been done on roles in the (multi-)agent community,
a non exhaustive list of papers is [1,5,6,7,11,13,14,19,20,24,29]. In this section
we describe only a little subset of related work into detail, and in section 7 we
categorize these three in the taxonomy we propose in this paper and compare
their method with our statechart formalism.

Kendall [20] describes the importance of roles and role models for multi-agent
systems. Within her work she describes a way to let applications develop multi-
agent systems by reusing existing or defining new role models, walking through
the analysis, design and implementation phase of the development process. The
main goal of her work is to find a better way to develop role models on the
design and implementation level than making use of the Role Object Pattern.
She proposes and proves that the use of aspect-oriented programming (AOP)
[21], is a new and better way to design and implement role models. In her paper
she describes that one of the important future work topics in the domain of roles
is the development of a formalism for roles. This formalism is very important for
roles and role models to break through in different application domains and to
let the applications develop roles and role models in an easy and intuitive way.

In [1], Agent UML (AUML) is proposed, which is the agent-oriented version
of the object-oriented Unified Modeling Language (UML is a standard for doing
object-oriented analysis and design). The need of dynamic role assignment is the
topic of a recent paper of Odell, Parunak e.a. [24], in which they propose how
dynamic role assignment can be specified in AUML. Dynamic role assignment
consists of two categories of “role-changing” operations: dynamic classification
and dynamic activation. For specifying these “role-changing” operations they
propose extensions to the interaction diagrams of UML.

Within the GAIA methodology [29] a roles model on the analysis level is
proposed to define and model roles for agents. Each role is described in role
schemata, in which a description, the protocols and actions, the permissions and
the responsibilities of the specific role are defined. The role model is comprised of
a set of role schemata, one for each role in the system. The GAIA methodology
is appropriate for applications with the following characteristics: the abilities of
the agent are static, they can not change at run-time. The organization structure
is static, meaning that the inter-agent relationships do not change at run-time.
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3 Multi-agent System Organizations

In MAS ORGanizations (MASORG), a multi-agent system is an organization
consisting of several kind of agents which exhibit particular roles in a particular
environment. The proposed methodology of MASORG supports each of these
abstractions equally, and is depicted abstractly as an equation: Organization =
Environment + Roles [16]; an organization is a combination of an environment
and roles that are consistent with this environment.

A role is a partial specification of agent behavior: it isolates the part of an
agent that is relevant to a behavior. An agent that can only play one role is
completely specified by that role. When it has multiple behaviors, that are each
specified in a role, the composition of those roles specifies the agent behavior.
Roles represent more than a set of interface operations, but rather incorporate
their own autonomous behavior. An agent may exhibit several roles at a time,
and several agents may play an identical role in a multi-agent system. The ex-
istence of a role depends on the existence of the agent that performs the role:
an agent and its roles have one identity. This is analogous to the definition of
a role in OO-terms [26]. Examples of roles are: the searching role, the manager
role, the supplier role, the answerer role, . . .

In this paper, we report on further work that focuses on role composition.
In a first report on MASORG [17], a specification method or formalism was
proposed focusing on two important aspects: the specification of one role and
the reuse of roles within different applications. To accomplish this we distinguish
between two views in MASORG: the generic view and the application view.

Generic View in MASORG: In the generic view of MASORG the appli-
cation-independent behavior of roles is modeled using statecharts. Such a
statechart represents the role an agent plays in the organization; it describes
the behavior of the agent in an abstract way. This results in a specification
method for defining abstract roles, offered to be reused within different ap-
plications, so that the application developers do not need to describe the
same behavior over and over again.

Application View in MASORG: In the application view, application devel-
opers are able to reuse abstract roles and to indicate where/when/what
application-specific functionality needs to be performed by the agent that
exhibits this role. For this purpose we provide five new mechanisms to ex-
tend the statechart of an abstract role: preconditions for actions, pre-actions,
post-actions, pre-state-actions and post-state-actions.

4 Composition of Roles

The behavior of an agent exhibiting just one role is straightforward: it behaves as
described by its role. An agent consisting of several roles on the other hand poses
significant extra challenges: roles in general can be dependent in arbitrary ways,
and the decision to execute a certain role in a certain situation is non-trivial.
We propose a number of approaches for composing roles. All the roles that are
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used within the different composition approaches are all specified making use of
the same formalism and role composition idea.

4.1 Composition Is Assignment and Selection

The behavior of an agent first depends on the assignment of a set of roles to an
agent, indicating that the agent is capable of performing these roles at a par-
ticular point in time. The fact that an agent is assigned several roles is useful
when a number of basic behaviors are offered as basic roles. These basic roles are
very generic, meaning that they are useful in different applications or situations.
Assigning several of those basic roles to one agent gives that agent more func-
tionality and results in a more specific behavior of that agent. Another reason
for assigning several roles to one agent is giving the designer the possibility to
develop agents with a broad range of behavior/functionality, agents that are able
to do different things and are able to react in different circumstances. Second in
the development of an agent, the designer needs to decide upon the relationship
between the different roles assigned to the agent - in other words, the selection
criteria, that establish in which situation which role will become active.

The designer of the multi-agent system can choose to define each of these two
composition phases either at design time or at run-time. At design time means
that the designer defines the behavior of the agents before they start running.
At run-time on the contrary means that the designer of the multi-agent system
wants to add or remove roles, and let the agent adapt the selection criteria, while
it is running. We elaborate in the following paragraph.

4.2 A Basic Taxonomy for Role Composition

In Table 1 the different approaches for composing roles are depicted. A first
approach is called static composition, where both the assignment and the
selection phase are handled at design time. Adaptive composition allows the
assignment of roles to be handled at design time, but the selection of roles at
run-time. The last approach, called dynamic composition, allows to handle
both the assignment and the selection of roles at run-time. The approach not
depicted in Table 1, would allow the designer to handle the assignment of roles
at run-time and the selection of roles at design time. This approach however
appears useless because it would allow defining and assigning new roles at run-
time, while the agent is not able to execute these new roles because the selection
criteria can not be changed at run-time. The three approaches depicted in Table
1 are explained in more detail in section 5.

Table 1. Composition of Roles

Assignment Selection
Static at design time at design time

Adaptive at design time at run-time
Dynamic at run-time at run-time
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Which approach to use in a particular situation depends on the target ap-
plication. Each approach has its own characteristics, which may or may not be
sufficient for the targeted application: Static composition builds very pre-
dictable agents, but trades off in adaptivity. Predictability is an issue in many
high-risk environments, such as airplane control. While adaptive composition
builds less predictable, but more adaptive agents. Although the predictability
on the individual level decreases, the system as a whole is much more responsive
to changes. This can be useful in domains such as manufacturing control, where
responsiveness to changing demands is more important than an “exact” solution
to the constantly changing optimization problem. Dynamic composition al-
lows for a very extensible agent. The designer can now intervene while the agents
are running, and add or remove roles from the agent. This may be necessary for
agent systems that are undesirable to shut down, and new features or bug fixes
need to be done at run-time.

4.3 Application: Manufacturing Control

In section 5 we discuss the three approaches in more detail and we elaborate
on applying them in a concrete example. We develop an example in the man-
ufacturing control domain based on the behavior of ants. The behavior of ants
has already been proven to be useful in manufacturing control [10,28]. In this
example the product path planning task is developed: when a new order for a
certain product is given, agents need to detect a possible path through the plant
to manufacture that product. The agents need to find a path through the plant,
consisting of a graph of resources (e.g as in Fig. 2), for building the product.
Following this path, consisting of a sequence of resources, will result in per-
forming the operations in that specific order needed to build the product. We
describe three case studies in function of this example, one for each composi-
tion approach. However, the roles described here are generic roles: they are also
applied in routing problems in active networks [9,10].

5 Three Approaches for Composing Roles

The three approaches from Table 1 will now be discussed in more detail. For each
of the approaches, we discuss some possible techniques and a concrete example
in the domain of manufacturing control. We evaluate the benefits, drawbacks
and requirements of each approach.

5.1 Static Composition

If the behavior of the agents is entirely known at design time, the designer can
mould the behavior in an algorithm. Such an algorithm describes the behavior
of an agent as a number of steps the agent executes in a particular predefined
way. The responsibility of defining the behavior for the agents is entirely for the
designer, the agents can not make any decisions of their own. The two phases
are:
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– Role Assignment Phase at Design Time: the set of roles is defined at design
time, the agents are created and get assigned their roles.

– Role Selection Phase at Design Time: the selection criteria for each role are
defined at design time indicating in which specific situation which of the
agent’s roles need to become active.

Techniques. Building further on the use of statecharts to model roles, there ex-
ist a number of techniques (analogous to techniques in structured programming)
for defining relations between roles at design time:

– Single Execution: the single execution allows to define that an agent executes
one of its roles at one moment. For example there exists an agent with three
roles assigned: A, B and C. The designer can decide to relate these roles by
using an “exclusive-or” relationship between them, meaning that the agent
is in role A or in role B or in role C at one moment in time. This is described
by using an XOR state in statechart terms [15]. A number of techniques can
be used to define a relationship between or compose such exclusive-or related
roles:

• Sequence: the sequence relation allows to define the sequence in which
a set of roles belonging to an agent is executed. The sequence relation
allows the designer to define a kind of ordering relation between the
roles of an agent. For example when an agent is assigned three roles, the
designer can select the roles using the sequence relation indicating that
the agent first executes role A, then role B and finally role C, in this
specific order. The next two relations are special kind of the sequence
relation:

∗ Iteration: the iteration relation allows to indicate that the same role
needs to be executed repeatedly a number of times. For example,
an agent with two roles can be defined by the following selection of
roles: first execute three times role A repeatedly and then two times
role B repeatedly.

∗ Conditional Sequence: the conditional sequence adds a condition to
the role that an agent performs next. For example, a designer can
specify that, an agent that executes role X at some point in time,
will execute role Y if condition y holds, and role Z if condition z
evaluates to true.

– Parallel Execution: the parallel execution relation allows to define that an
agent executes two or more roles in parallel. For example there exists an
agent with two roles: role A and role B. The designer can decide to relate
these roles by using an “and” relationship between them, meaning that when
the agent is in a certain state of role A and simultaneously in a certain state
of B, the agent is executing in parallel the behavior of role A and role B. In
this situation the agent can perform the next action from role A or the next
action from role B. This is called orthogonality in statechart terms and is
described by using an AND state [15].
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Manufacturing Control Case Study Using Static Composition. In this
section we discuss a case study in function of the manufacturing example as
described in 4.3 using the static composition approach. In this first case study
the designer starts from the following situation: a non-running factory where
orders for different products arrive. The designer knows at design time that
the agents he is developing need to walk through the plant, looking for a path
through it to manufacture their product. The designer could take the following
decisions for the assignment and the selection of roles in this case study:

Fig. 1. An Example of Static Composition

– Role Assignment Phase: The agents need to execute the following two roles
to establish their goal: a scouting role and a marking role. The scouting role
will lead the agent to detect a possible path, while the marking role will
mark this path as a possible path to manufacture their product. Each agent
can execute both roles, and gets assigned both of the roles, meaning that
they are all able to execute the behavior of the two existing roles.

– Role Selection Phase: In this example it is obvious that the agents need to
perform the scouting role first and afterwards, if the agent has detected a
path for the manufacturing of its product in the plant, the marking role.
The path is detected at the moment that the agent is at an end node of the
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plant and the sequence of operations to perform manufacturing the product
is completed (a little remark to make here is that we assume that there exists
at least one path through the plant as we do not want to make the example
enormously complex therefore there is no checking on the completion of the
sequence of operations). At this point, the agent switches from its scouting
to its marking role and the marking role will lay a trail back to its start-
ing point indicating that their is a possibility to manufacture its product
through this path. This selection scenario with one conditional sequence is
depicted in Figure 1, in which the semantics of Harel’s statecharts is used
[15]. However, for a conditional action we use a separate box for both the
precondition (light gray box) and the action (white box), while this would be
written “action(condition)” in conventional notation. This to improve read-
ability since we extended the statechart formalism with extra features (see
3). Being in its scouting role, the agent can switch to its marking role under
the condition that he has detected an end node in the plant, depicted in the
figure by the white box above the “start to return” action (also depicted by
a white box in the figure) with the following condition: if (! neighbors). The
agent is at one point in time always executing or the scouting role or the
marking role, depicted in the figure by using the XOR relationship between
the roles.

A B

C

D

E

F

G

2) marking role

1) scouting role

Fig. 2. Situation sketch of the plant in the first case study

In Figure 2 the result of an agent executing the behavior described above
is depicted. The agent scouted first through the plant along the resources A,
B, C, E and G. Arriving in the end resource G, the agent marked this path by
switching to its marking role because it had detected a path along which it could
manufacture its product.

Implications. When there is need for dependent roles and the behavior of the
agent is known at design time, this selection mechanism is very useful. Because
it results in a high-coupling between the roles, the composed roles define a spe-
cific behavior, which is less generic. The composition of such roles within this
approach can start with using a number of little, fine-grained and generic basic
roles and composing them into a more specific, fixed and less generic behavior.
Thus it is important to offer a set of very basic and fine-grained roles, which can
be reused by a large number of applications and can be composed to a specific
behavior at design time.
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5.2 Adaptive Composition

If agents need to be more flexible and responsive, it is possible to make the role
selection mechanism dynamic. In the previous approach, the decision to move
from one role to another, was fixed by the designer (i.e. at design time). In the
approach described in this paragraph, this responsibility is shifted to the agent.
The two composition phases are as follows:

– Role Assignment Phase at Design Time: This is identical to the previous
approach.

– Role Selection Phase at Run-Time: For some applications, the designer would
like the agents to be adaptive and responsive to changes in their environment.
The agent’s decision is based on cues from the designer, but above all on an
assessment of current observations, and possibly past experiences. In other
words, the final responsibility for the decision lies with the agent, and thus
at run-time.

We therefore add a mechanism that is able to observe the agent’s environ-
ment, and, based on past experiences and on cues from the designer, decide which
of its roles the agent will execute. We elaborate on some possible techniques in
the following paragraph.

Techniques. It is important to stress that there are various approaches to an
adaptive role selection mechanism, since this problem is closely related to the
more general problem of task allocation. Some existing mechanisms are learning
based approaches, where each agent learns when to execute each role. This can
be done using feedback mechanism such as reinforcement learning [18]. Another
approach is negotiation, where agents negotiate with other agents what role to
execute using a certain protocol [22]. An example of this would be the Contract
Net protocol [8]. A third approach would be a behavior-based approach, orig-
inating from robotics. In this approach, the agent consists of a predefined set
of behaviors. At run-time, the agent can decide which of these behaviors will
become active. An example of such an architecture is the subsumption architec-
ture [4].

As an important technique for dynamic selection, we consider a stimulus-
threshold algorithm. This mechanism is used as a model for real ant behavior
[3]. The basic idea is to associate both a stimulus and a threshold with each role, a
full explanation is described in [25]. The stimulus for a certain role increases when
its execution is more urgent or more important. Whenever a stimulus exceeds its
threshold, the corresponding role is executed (ties can be broken in various ways
- one would be to pick the role whose stimulus exceeds its threshold the most).
The thresholds can be set by the designer, and are thus an indication of the
importance of the role. On the other hand, no matter how high the threshold,
if the stimulus for a role becomes sufficiently high (the role becomes urgent), it
will be executed anyway. In this way, the designer can still control the behavior
of the agent by setting the thresholds, while the agent on the other hand remains
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responsive to its environment. Several variants of this scheme exist, e.g. varying
threshold models [25], hierarchical models, . . . This model has two main benefits.
First, it is scalable to many agents and many roles, since no negotiation, message
passing or state transfer between agents is involved. Second, the responsiveness
of the model to changing environments is very good, as argued in [2].

Having a number of possible techniques for adaptive role selection, the stat-
echart formalism allows the designer to extend the static approach with the
adaptive role selection mechanism. In this approach, the AND state of state-
charts is very useful because of its orthogonal property. For example when the
designer chooses the stimulus-threshold technique, he needs to add this as the
role selection mechanism to the set of roles of the agent. Within this role selection
mechanism, the designer sets the threshold values for each of the agent’s roles
as well as defines how the stimuli coming from the environment are calculated.
The main difference with the static composition approach is this additional role
selection mechanism, which allows an agent to control its own decisions. This
role selection mechanism is itself represented as a role, and can thus be consid-
ered as a meta-level role. In the next paragraph an example of a role selection
mechanism is described in more detail.

Manufacturing Control Case Study Using Adaptive Composition. In
this section we discuss a case study in function of the manufacturing example like
described in 4.3 using the adaptive composition approach. In this second case
study the designer starts from the following situation: a running factory where
a new order for a particular product arrives while the resources are already up
and running to manufacture other products from earlier orders. The designer
develops agents that are able to detect a path, but that are also able to help
for example other agents transporting products to the stock room when in an
ending resource an enormous queue of finished products has arrived. The designer
develops at design time new agents for that new order. The designer could take
the following decisions for the assignment and the selection of roles in this case
study:

– Role Assignment Phase: The set of roles needed are the path detecting role
and the transporting role. The path detecting role is the super role of the
composition of the scouting role and the marking role like depicted in Fig-
ure 1.

– Role Selection Phase: In this case it is not completely obvious at design
time in which situation the agent needs to switch to its transporting role.
Therefore it is better to choose for the selection of roles at run-time, resulting
in the fact that the agent can decide itself when it switches roles. The agent
can decide to switch to its transporting role when it is searching for a path,
and arrives in its end resource where an enormous queue of finished products
is waiting to be transported to the stock room. In this situation it is better
to first help transporting those finished products to the stock room, so that
the resource’s load is diminished. This in turn reduces the operation time
the agent is calculating for the manufacturing of its product.
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Fig. 3. An Example of Adaptive Composition

To allow the selection to happen at run-time, the designer decides to use
a stimulus-threshold algorithm. In this case he adds a role selection mech-
anism like depicted in Figure 3 (note that not all the details are depicted
in this figure, just the information needed to clarify the example). The role
selection mechanism, depicted by the dotted rounded square, is added to
the set of roles and placed in parallel with it. Once the agent starts running,
he becomes active in the role selection meta-level role and in the “path de-
tecting&transporting” role, more specifically in the “Initialize Thresholds”
state. In the path detecting role, this is indicated by the default arrow (arrows
starting with a circle and ending in an arrow). As already mentioned above,
the role selection meta-level role and the “path detecting&transporting” role
are connected by an AND relationship (depicted in the figure by the vertical
dotted line), meaning that the agent is active in both of them in parallel.
Being active in the role selection meta-level role means that first of all the
thresholds for each of the roles (the path detecting and the transporting
role) are initialized, in the “Initialize Thresholds” state. The next state to
become active is the “Calculate Stimuli and Thresholds” state, where the
stimuli and threshold values are compared and updated, as described in the
used stimulus-threshold algorithm. Then the agent decides whether or not
he needs to change from its active role to another role. When the agent
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decides that it is not necessary to change to another role (depicted in the
figure by the result of the C state, which is a conditional state), it stays in the
“Calculate Stimuli and Thresholds” state and repeats its behavior when new
stimuli values are given from the environment. When the agent on the con-
trary decides to change to another role, it selects and executes the new role.
For example, the agent was executing the path detecting role, but because
the resource is too overloaded to get an effective calculation of the operation
time (given as stimuli from the environment), the agent needs to change
to its transporting role. In this case, the agent performs the “Transporting
Role selected” action ending in the “Change to Transporting Role” state,
performing the “start transporting” action in parallel in the role selection
state and in the “path detecting&transporting” role. This puts the agent in
the “Calculate Stimuli and Threshold” state of the role selection state and
in the transporting role of the “path detecting&transporting” role. Thus in
this approach the ultimate decision as to what role to execute lies with the
agent, at run-time, and depends on the current stimuli of the environment
and the thresholds.

A B

C

D

E

F

G

3) marking role

1) scouting role

STOCK ROOM

2) transporting
role

Fig. 4. Situation sketch of the plant in the second case study

The example is depicted in Figure 4. The status of a resource when it is
overloaded is depicted in the figure by grey tints, an example is the end resource
G which is colored darkly grey indicating that it is highly overloaded. The agent
executing its scouting role of its path detecting role arrives in the resource G
detecting that this resource is very much overloaded, so the agent switches to
its transporting role helping to bring the finished products to the stock room.
Once the situation at the resource G is stable again, the agent switches back to
its path detecting role in the state it has left it the last time it was executing
this role (depicted in Figure 3 with the H in the path detecting role (the history
symbol of the statechart notation [15])). Thus the agent detects that the resource
G was the ending resource of its path and it switches from its scouting role to its
marking role in the path detecting role, executing the marking role like depicted
in the figure.

Implications. Introducing a run-time selection mechanism results in a design
trade-off between the following two forces: loosely coupled roles and coherent
behavior. Loosely coupled roles: the composition process is straightforward when
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there are few dependencies between the roles. No new dependencies or relations
are introduced between the roles, as opposed to the static selection approach in
the previous paragraph. This promotes the decoupling of individual roles, and al-
lows more reuse. Coherent behavior : on the other hand, some roles are inherently
very dependent on other roles. It may be difficult to capture some dependen-
cies such as those described in the previous paragraph between the scouting,
following and transporting role, using a very dynamic selection mechanism. We
are not claiming that this is impossible, but rather that the overhead that will
necessarily be involved may be too much.

5.3 Dynamic Composition

This approach is the most complicated of the three. However, the usefulness is
incontestable. If a designer wants to change or add roles to an agent, without
being able to actually stop the agent, recompile it and start it again, it is neces-
sary to both assign and select new roles at run-time. Such a situation can arise if
an agent is very important for the system to work correctly, but the agent needs
extra behavior, or its current behavior is buggy. Due to external constraints, the
system cannot be shut down. In such a case, it is useful if the designer has the
ability to use mechanisms for adding and deleting roles (and recomposing roles)
at run-time.

Techniques. As to the role selection mechanism, it is obvious that this needs to
select roles at run-time (like described in the adaptive composition approach),
since new roles can be added at run-time. However, the mechanism to add new
roles can vary. We discuss and propose two possible techniques:

– Designer Control: In this case, the application designer picks one or several
agents manually, and adds or removes a role. The agents themselves do not
“know” that a new role is added.

– Agent Control: In this case, the agent decides on his own whether or not
to add a new role. The designer can for example put a role in the agent’s
environment, where agents can pick it up and add to their set of roles. In
this case, the designer does not need to know explicitly which agent has
which role - in essence, agents could decide for themselves to exchange, add
or remove roles. The composition method is now fully dynamic: the designer
only knows that there is a set of roles, that may expand or contract at run-
time, and a set of agents. He knows nothing about the mapping between the
two.

Adding a role at run-time implicates that not only the description of the
behavior of the role needs to be defined before dropping it in the environment
or adding it to an agent, but it is also important that the selection criteria for
this role is known so that the agent knows when he needs to execute this new
role. For this approach, a combination of the previous two statechart formalisms
in the static and adaptive approaches can be used.
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Manufacturing Control Case Study Using Dynamic Composition. In
this section we discuss a case study in function of the manufacturing example
like described in 4.3 using the dynamic composition approach. In this third and
last case study the designer starts from the situation described in the previous
case study: the factory is up and running and an agent is starting to walk back
to its starting resource. However the following situation occurs: resource C is a
painting machine and is running short on paint. For this reason it offers a filling
up role to agents passing by it, to get itself filled up again with paint. This is an
example of the environment offering a new role, so that running agents can pick
it up and add that new role to their set of roles at run-time. This situation is
depicted in Figure 5. The agent marking its detected path, arrives at the resource
C, which is colored black indicating that it is running short on paint and offering
a filling up role to agents passing by. When the agent arrives at resource C, it
detects that this resource is in trouble and picks up the filling role, executes it by
going to the paint room and bringing paint from it to the resource. Arrived back
in resource C, it starts executing again its marking role which it was executing
before. The agent makes its decisions based on a stimulus-threshold algorithm.
The whole case study is handled at run-time.

A B

C

D

E

F

G

3) marking role

1) scouting role

STOCK ROOM

filling up role

PAINT ROOM

4) filling up role

5) marking role

2) transporting
role

Fig. 5. Situation sketch of the plant in the third case study

Implications. In this last approach, the composition of roles at last becomes
fully dynamic. The two different possibilities, designer control and agent control,
trade off agent simplicity for more dynamism. In the designer control scenario,
there is still a great deal of complexity for the designer: he must know which
agents need which new role. It implies that each agent can be uniquely identified
and “taken out” of the system, which may not be desirable in all cases (e.g.
mobile agents). The agent control mechanism is much more flexible, and allows
the definition of new roles. It seems clear that dynamic composition will entail
a significant amount of overhead compared to static composition. When the
designer chooses between different approaches, it is important that he considers
the trade-off between dynamism and efficiency.
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6 Hierarchical Composition of Roles

Composing roles results in defining the entire behavior of the agent. In this
paper, we propose a way to establish the composition of those roles by iterating
a number of times over the assignment and selection phase. This results in a
number of layers, building up a hierarchy.

Like already mentioned above, the hierarchy is built up in a number of layers.
At the bottom layer of the hierarchy a number of basic and highly generic roles
are composed, while at the top huge, very specific and less generic roles are
composed. Building up these layers can be done by using the various approaches
described above. A hierarchical scheme is necessary for two main reasons: reuse
and modularity. Reuse: more fine-grained building blocks offer more possibilities
for reuse. The ability to hierarchically compose roles offers the ability to reuse
applications both using small blocks and using big blocks, thus increasing the
flexibility of the composition mechanism greatly. Modularity : building-block roles
that are fine-grained, but can be re-composed into higher layer roles, that can
again be composed to yet higher layer roles, are an essential mechanism for
abstraction of these components (roles). Such a mechanism is necessary for large
scale systems where it is necessary to keep the design manageable on each layer,
while still being able to “zoom in” and expose the details on an underlying layer.

scouting
role

marking
role

path detecting
role

transporting
role

planning
role

adaptive
composition

static
composition

path planning
role

dynamic
composition

added at
runtime

filling up
role

added at
design time

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

Fig. 6. Hierarchy of the “product path planning” example

Throughout section 5 a concrete example of building up such a hierarchy is
developed and the hierarchy itself is depicted in Figure 6. The static composition
of the first case study of the manufacturing control example is depicted in the
rectangle scattered over layer one and layer two of the hierarchy. In layer one
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the basic roles, the scouting and marking role, are reflected. While a part of
layer two reflects the result of determining the selection between those two roles
at design time into a super role, called the path detecting role, like described
above. The second case study is depicted in the figure by the detection of the
transporting role at design time in layer two of the hierarchy. While the selection
at run-time between the two roles of layer two results in a new super role in layer
three, called the planning role. And finally, the third and last case study used in
the manufacturing example is depicted in the figure by adding of the filling up
role at run-time to the agent(s), reflected in the figure in layer three. In this case
the selection needs to be done at run-time, resulting in a new super role at layer
four, the path planning role. This one is the super role of the hierarchy of this
concrete example and is built up making use of the three different approaches
proposed in this paper. This illustrates that different composition methods can
occur at different levels in the hierarchy.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The focus of this paper is on role composition, where the question is how to
combine individual roles to achieve a working agent. We described a taxonomy
of different role composition approaches, based on whether aspects of composi-
tion happen at design time or at run-time. We then described the three resulting
approaches in more detail, and presented an application to motivate the useful-
ness, adaptability and reusability of each approach. In that regard, this report
is a study on the subject of inter-role composition. A lot of work has been done
on roles (static semantic of roles and interactions between roles) like described
in section 2, but few of them propose a formalism for defining and composing
roles in a fine-grained way. Defining interactions between roles always is accom-
plished by the designer by defining a relationship between role A and role B.
But it is not possible to “zoom in” in the roles A and B and define the relation-
ship in a more fine-grained way, by for instance defining that an agent can only
switch from role A to role B after having executed action a of role A. This can
be accomplished using MASORG and is one of the strengths of the statechart
formalism combined with the composition approaches.

We developed a working Agent-Roles Engine that allows the composition of
roles like described above. In Figure 7 a screenshot of the Agent-Roles Engine
is depicted, the example shown is part of the path detecting role described and
used in the static composition approach and also depicted in Figure 1. We are
now using this Agent-Roles Engine in application domains such as manufacturing
control and active networks. It is not only important that a formalism for defining
and composing roles is developed, but it is also very important and necessary
that we also describe it in a formal way. Therefore we have started to work
on a formal model to specify agents and roles like proposed in the statechart
formalism.

In this paper we propose a basic taxonomy for role composition and ex-
tend our statechart formalism, which already allowed to specify roles and add
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Fig. 7. Screenshot of the Agent-Roles Engine

application-specific functionality to roles, with the ability to do composition of
roles. As one of the conclusions of this paper, we situate/categorize the work of
others (the three described into detail in section 2) within this taxonomy and/or
relate it to our formalism.

As part of the methodology within MASORG, we propose a formalism for
roles and composition of roles based on statecharts. With this formalism we pro-
pose an answer to the open and important future direction Kendall described
in her paper. One of the focusses of our formalism is on reusing roles in differ-
ent applications by adding application-specific functionality in an easy way and
based on the AOP [21] approach. Within the work of Kendall the roles are iden-
tified and composed at design time, therefore we categorize her work under the
static composition approach of our taxonomy. Odell, Parunak e.a. are working
on dynamic role assignment as described in [24], the dynamic role assignment
was one of the phases of the dynamic composition approach of our taxonomy.
The statechart formalism allows a more fine-grained definition of roles and in-
teraction between roles than the proposed extensions to interaction diagrams in
the AUML approach. In our opinion both approaches are complementary to each
other, but further investigation needs to be done to reach a definite conclusion.
The GAIA methodology focuses on static agents and organizations, therefore
this methodology is categorized under the static composition approach of the
proposed taxonomy.

In the long term, it is important to tackle a third composition layer: the
composition of the multi-agent system as a whole. In this case, the agents them-
selves are the building blocks, and they need to coordinate their roles composing
organizations of agents in such a way that the MAS behavior as a whole is what
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the designer wants. Another important future work topic is to handle conflicts
that arise while composing roles, such as Kendall also states as an important
issue to research in the future.
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